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FROM THE DRIVER’S SEAT

W

ELCOME TO .our Spring edition. Our annual general meeting was conducted earlier this month and
I am pleased to advise changes and additions, to our personnel. Both our Secretary and Treasurer
have indicated, in the interest of succession planning, they would like to mentor others their respective roles.
Accordingly, P. H. Cheah has stepped in to an assistant Secretary role and Ken Mathieson has stepped into
an assistant Treasurer role. P. H. gave up his duties as the assistant Editor, which has been taken by Don
Stephens. All other incumbents have retained their positions. The Committee members met on 16 August
and planned our program for the next year. Details are printed elsewhere in this issue.
We are pleased to be able to continue to support the Yurana Cancer Kids Holiday Home, Westmead
Childrens Hospital and Travellers Cot Fund, Care Flight and the Lioness Club of Sutherland, with donations.
Nine of our members and three of our friends at the Hunter collectors club turned up at the Bus Museum at
Leichhardt on 2 April. We were provided a special group talk as we went from bus to bus. The displays
mostly were of older Sydney buses, with some American and British vehicles as well. The old American bus
was interesting as it could have done duty as a tank; the mudguards must have been five mm thick! A
camouflaged bus used as a troop transport during the Second World War also was on display. Most of the
buses were available for entry and close inspection.
The museum was good but appeared still to be in the development stage. There was no food available, just a
dispenser for chips and chocolate bars.
The best part of the day for me was the ride in the old double decker to Hobbyco in the city, where we
picked up some lunch and quite a few models. We then returned to the museum later in the day. The bus
struggled up the hills, was noisy, uncomfortable and slow, reminding us of the transition to our transit system
today that we all take for granted.
The worst part was the lack of kerbside parking, as before 11 am there is just NONE anywhere near the
museum. I parked about a kilometre away and as I was walking, I saw Bruce ahead of me and Michael
behind me. We just got under shelter before a torrential downpour arrived. If ever we go again on a Sunday,
an afternoon visit would be optimal, as the congregation in the adjacent Greek Church takes up any available
parking.

Our table holder Tim is in the news again, as he slipped on the wet bathroom floor at the Toy &
Hobby Fair, and although he was okay the situation could have been a lot worse. Representatives
of the school have advised that the problem was to be fixed last Saturday – we wait and see.
Our visit to the Fire Museum at Penrith has been scheduled for Sunday 17 September, which does
not provde you with a lot of notice, but also is close enough that you won’t forget either! We look
forward to meeting members who are unable regularly to attend the monthly meetings.
There is a lot of interest in ‘Wings over Illawarra’, which is an annual air show scheduled in May next
year. The air show features an aerial and static display of old aeroplanes, including military aircraft, and this
year it includes the Boeing 707 of, I think, John Travolta. We could arrange for a group of our members to
attend on the scheduled day, or perhaps arrange a private visit before then.

Other planned activities are visits to The Historic Aircraft Restoration Society at Albion Park and
the Powerhouse Museum at Ultimo, on dates to be advised. Rally driver Bruce Garland from the
Ford Rally Team (1998 Play Station Around Australia Trial, five times winner Australian Safari
and Dacca Rally) is to be invited to address a club meeting.
Matt Bryson addressed our August meeting and regaled us with anecdotes from last year’s Peking to Paris
Rally, which was covered in issue 81 of this magazine (December 2016), and this year’s Samurai Challenge
in Japan. I record our appreciation for his generosity, and our thanks to Steve Maher who arranged for Matt
to come along. It is proposed that Matt address a club meeting late next year about the Road to Saigon Rally
scheduled in February.
Our esteemed member and model maker, Rob Bender, has moved residence to Goulburn, so unfortunately
we will not see him every month, but he has promised to try and make it to either the club meeting or the
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Toy & Hobby Fair where possible. In this edition, Robert has contributed the most comprehensive
background imaginable to his superb bus project, a project that required intense research that few would
contemplate, at least in the field of model vehicles. There is so much historical information, with detailed
bus development and building coverage, and quite a lot of it could go over our members' heads. However,
for those with an interest in the field, I recommend you spend some time reading his article carefully.

Gerry Crown and Matt Bryson celebrate the end of another gruelling rally in Japan

Our Club is to have a table at the next ‘Collectormania’, the regular Toy & Hobby Fair next
scheduled on Sunday 15 October at Penrith Panthers Pavilion in Mulgoa Road, at which we will
promote our club to the collecting community. This fair has operated for several years, and Lindsay
has offered us a free table so we can promote our club’s activities and sell our remaining club models. We
are seeking volunteers to man our table (please contact the Secretary if you can assist for a couple of hours).

Thank-you again to all our volunteers. It is fantastic that the small surplus we make is put towards
our chosen children’s charities that we support. Especially, we are indebted to PH and Michael for
their efforts in the canteen and to Joan and Duncan for manning the door.
Yours in collecting,
Dennis Mitchell

OUR END-OF-YEAR PARTY
from 7.30 pm on Saturday 2 December
at La Piazza Restaurant, 4A The Piazza,
The Waterfront, 21 Bennelong Road, Wentworth Point
Please advise the Secretary if you intend to come
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SYDNEY’S ‘UNDERFLOOR’ BUS FLEET
Historical survey and introduction to his new models by Robert Bender
The Demise of the Tram Network

A

NETWORK OF trams serviced the inner suburbs of Sydney from 1879 to 1961; it was the secondlargest in the British Commonwealth to London’s tram network, with 1,600 cars running at any one
time in the 1930s and 405 million passenger journeys in 1945. Horse-drawn trams began operating from
1861 and steam-powered trams from 1879. Electrification commenced in 1898, and most of the network
was converted by 1910. However, the system was a victim of its own success, with overcrowding and a
perception of congestion, which, along with growing competition from cars and buses, led to gradual closure
of the lines from the late 1930s. The last tram service was between Sydney and La Perouse in 1961. After
they were withdrawn, most of the cars were stripped of the metal components and bogies and then burned in
an area of the Randwick Tramway Workshops known as 'burning hill'. The N.S.W Department of Road
Transport and Tramways (NSWDRTT), established on 14 February 1933, had to enable the tram network to
be replaced by buses, and the underfloor-engined chassis (the most modern design at the time) was chosen as
the platform to which a standard single decker bus would be developed to supersede the half-cab single deck
buses and full-front 31 seaters.
The Underfloor Buses

T

HE FIRST underfloor-engined
bus was constructed in Australia
in 1950, after the NSWDRTT
ordered the construction of a
prototype single-decker bus from
Leyland Motors. A Leyland Royal
Tiger OPSU1/1 chassis was supplied
to Commonwealth Engineering in
Granville in Sydney’s south-west,
which was contracted to build the
body. The standard DGT wheelbase
for all N.S.W government buses was
17’6”, which meant that every
chassis was a ‘special order’. The
single-deck
prototype
was
completed in June 1951 at a cost of
£2,200 ($79,000) and was registered
as M/O 2520. It was powered by
the 125 bhp 9.8-litre Leyland 0.600
diesel engine coupled to a 4-speed
non synchromesh gearbox, which
was standard fitment for the Royal
Tiger PSU and ‘Export’ Royal Tiger
OPSU chassis.

Robert’s 1:76 scale model of AEC Regal Mk IV ‘3161’ which
was bodied by ComEng in 1959. The bus is represented as it
was, having just entered service in 1959 operating a new
express route 377 from Waverley to Martin Place in Sydney.
The chassis for the underfloor buses were imported from
Britain and supplied by two firms - Leyland Motors and AEC
(Associated Equipment Co.). Three different body builders
were contracted to manufacture a standardised body,
designed by the Department of Government Transport. The
body builders were Commonwealth Engineering Co.
(renamed ComEng
in 1963),
Cycle
Components
Manufacturing Company and Clyde Engineering Co. ‘SingleDesto’ underfloors were built by ComEng and CCMC,
however ‘Double-Desto’ underfloors were built by ComEng,
CCMC and Clyde.

By July 1951, evaluation of the
prototype began at the Kingsgrove
depot on the Rockdale-Brighton LeSands service; it was found that the heavy manual gear change and standard transmission ratios were not
suitable for heavy traffic. It was decided that the first order of 100 buses, placed in January 1952, be fitted
with the AEC fluid coupling and air-actuated Wilson 4 speed pre-selector gearbox combination (as used on
the rival AEC Regal IV) and available as an option on the ‘Export’ Royal Tiger chassis. Leyland Motors and
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AEC then agreed to a joint tender to supply an equal number of chassis (50 each) for the full order of 100
bus chassis at the same price on the understanding that the bodies would be supplied solely by ComEng.
The Leyland OPSU1/1 chassis was
equipped with the Leyland 125 bhp 9.8litre 0.600 diesel and the AEC Regal IV
9821E chassis with the AEC 125 bhp 9.6litre A219 diesel. Both were six cylinder
diesels and were fitted with the 4 speed
Wilson pre-selector gearbox.
The Leyland Royal Tiger series of bus
chassis first was shown at the 1948 Earl’s
Court Motor Show in London, and the
horizontally mounted engine under the
The third and final delivery of underfloor buses to the
floor represented the most modern chassis
DGT were 388 of the ‘Double Desto’ type, comprising
configuration as it offered a greater seating
206 Leyland Worldmasters and 182 AEC Regal Mk IVs.
capacity over the same body length. The
The first bus of this type was AEC ‘3132’ built by
underfloor engine design, however, had
ComEng in 1959 and the last was Leyland ‘3519’ built by
been pioneered in 1936 by the German
ComEng in 1961. AEC ‘3161’ was bus number 20 built
truck and bus manufacturer Büssing-AG,
by ComEng in this batch.
which had been established in 1903.
Büssing was acquired in 1971 by M.A.N, which then started using the Büssing Lion as its logo on its newly
named M.A.N-Büssing truck range.
During production of the initial order of underfloor buses there was optimism at ComEng that a joint venture
between Leyland and ComEng to develop a standardised single-decker bus would keep the company viable,
but tensions grew when Leyland showed no interest in developing such a product, seeming to be interested
only in selling its chassis and leaving the sales entirely to ComEng. Moreover, with an underfloor-engined
bus costing £500 ($15,000) more than a standard type bus, it was feared that if a standardised underfloor bus
was produced, the cost conscious government authorities ultimately would go for the cheaper option, and
individual operators would still prefer to order buses built to their own special requirements, despite the
additional features and benefits.
‘Single Desto’ - ‘2701’ to ‘2849’
The first underfloor bus to be completed in the initial ComEng-built order of 100 was a Leyland Royal Tiger
OPSU1/1 registered as M/O 2701, which entered service early in 1953. These first 100 units, comprising 50
Leyland Royal Tiger OPSU1/1 and 50 AEC Regal IV 9821E, were delivered in 1953-1954 and registered in
the M/O (Mechanical Omnibus) range of 2701 to 2849. From 1948, 1000 was added to the fleet number so
that the registration numbers coincided with the fleet number. However, it should be noted that these
numbers were not always issued in consecutive order, because the Department of Government Transport
(DGT) - formed in 1952 to replace the NSWDRTT - was receiving orders for a variety of bus types over the
same period.
The first AEC, completed by ComEng in 1953, was registered as M/O 2753 and the last was 2811, which
was completed in 1954. The 50th Leyland, numbered 2849, also completed in 1954, was the last bus to be
completed in the original batch of 100; however this bus was unique.
ComEng had been developing an ‘Integral’ range of buses made of pressed steel panels which it called the
Fleetline range. The idea was to produce a range of different sized buses based on a standard method of
fabrication (similar to a kit home). In October 1954, a prototype Ford V8 seating 33-35 passengers was
produced for Ford distributor Hastings-Deering, and a prototype based on standard government underfloor
design was produced for the DGT. ComEng made a large loss on its production of Fleetline buses for
Hastings-Deering. The prototype produced for the DGT was registered as M/O 2849 and entered service on
19 January 19 1955, but no more government orders for an ‘Integral’ bus were placed. Being a non-standard
bus, 2849 was the first underfloor to be withdrawn from government service, in 1973.
The first batch of 100 buses (and the follow up order of 250) later were referred to as ‘Single Desto’
underfloors, because they had a single destination display on the front bulkhead. They also could be
distinguished by their oval ‘standee’ windows and styling that was based on an American transit bus. The
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chassis were supplied by British manufacturers, as tariff
concessions still applied to imports from Commonwealth
countries. The standee windows of the Single-Desto buses
were similar to the ‘alpine’ windows used on the
Volkswagen ‘Samba’ bus, otherwise known as the
‘Microbus Deluxe’. These were introduced in 1951 and
marketed for the purpose of conducting alpine tours.

The Supplementary Paper Destination
sign attached to ‘3161’ when this bus was
photographed by the DGT in George
Street in Sydney when it was only five
months old: ‘WAVERLEY VIA TAYLOR
SQUARE’ with ‘DARLINGHURST’
underneath. A ‘paper desto’ could be
slotted into a bracket mounted to the
front of the bus to provide passengers
additional information about a specific
route. The small run number plate had a
letter prefix that indicated from which
depot the bus was operating. The prefix
letters were ‘V’ Brookvale, ‘B’ Burwood,
‘E’ Enfield, ‘K’ Kingsgrove, ‘L’ Leichardt,
‘F’ Mona Vale, ‘N’ North Sydney, ‘P’
Pagewood, ‘R’ Randwick, ‘Y’ Ryde, ‘T’
Tempe, ‘W’ Waverley, ‘and M’
Willoughby. If a bus was on loan from
one depot to another (as sometimes was
the case between depots which were
satellites to larger depots, such as North
Sydney was to Willoughby) the letter
prefix of the depot to which the bus was
lent sometimes was stuck over the top of
the letter prefix of the depot from which
the bus originated.

The ‘Single Desto’ bodies were produced in two
variations, initially as a suburban version which could
accommodate 72 passengers – 43 seated and 29 standing –
and as a city type, introduced in July 1953, which used
single seats on the left side to accommodate 77 passengers
– 37 seated and 40 standing – but these ‘Standee’ buses
were unpopular with commuters.
The ‘Royal Tour’ Buses
For the Royal Visit in 1954, four AEC Regal IV 9821E
(pre-selector gearbox) buses - M/O 2783 – 2786 - were
repainted white at the Randwick Tramway Workshops.
They had blue accents with red pinstriping, royal cyphers
mounted to each side and an illuminated crown fitted to
the roof. They were allocated to depots as follows ‘2783’ to Newcastle, ‘2784’ to Kingsgrove, ‘2785’ to
Pagewood and ‘2786’ to Burwood. These ‘Royal Tour’
buses were used to operate special tours in Sydney and
Newcastle from 31 January 1954, and also were loaned to
the northern depots. In late-1954 the cyphers and crowns
were removed and they then were allocated to Pagewood
Depot for regular service, before being transferred to
Randwick Depot in January 1955. Towards the end of
1956, ‘2784’, ‘2785’ and ‘2786’ were given overhauls,
repainted in standard DGT livery, and used for
‘ventilation’ experiments. This involved fitting intake
vents under the front destination box, the fitting of torpedo
or rotary vents on the roof and an air extractor box
mounted to the centre of the roof. ‘2783’, however,
remained in Royal Tour livery until February 1959, and
the roof vents of ‘2785’ were removed during a
subsequent overhaul in December 1970. ‘2786’ was
withdrawn in April 1978, sold to John J. Hill bus service
of Fairy Meadow in September 1979 and subsequently
The underfloor buses when delivered new were
fitted with the standard DGT 48w fixed focus 9“
fluted glass style headlights, which were unique to
the DGT’s fleet. They also were fitted to the half cab
single deckers, half cab double deckers and single
deck 31 seaters (nicknamed ‘frogs’). The model of
‘3161’ features this type of headlight because it is a
replica of this bus when it was new. From 1965 the
DGT headlights on underfloors progressively were
upgraded to 44w, single filament, Lucas ‘universal’
7” semi-sealed beams. Access to the water filler on
AEC buses was via a hinged door above the emblem.
The Leylands had water fillers on the passenger side
behind the front wheel arch.
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was scrapped. The same occurred for ‘2784’, which was withdrawn in April 1979, and ‘2783’, which was
withdrawn in July 1979. ‘2785’ was withdrawn in August 1979, sold to John J. Hill, then sold to Blacktown
Catholic Church in September 1980.
‘Plastic Fantastic’ - The New Wonder Material
By mid-1956 the DGT had begun making lower repair
panels for its buses out of glass reinforced plastic
(GRP), otherwise known as fibreglass. ComEng had
been developing the application of fibreglass from
1953, and by 1958 had produced its first fibreglass
ambulance body shell.
The use of fibreglass
eliminated the need for compound shaped panels to be
hand formed from metal. When the first underfloor
bus fitted with GRP canopies at front and rear went out
at night with the destination lights switched on, people
could see right through the canopy and the bus looked
like a skeleton, so the insides of the canopies were
painted with silver frost.
The ‘Single Destos’ - ‘2882’ to ‘3131’

A model of Leyland Worldmaster ‘3333’ which
was bodied by Clyde in 1960 and in DGT
green and cream livery is represented as it
was, photographed by John Ward on 13
December 1970, posed beside AEC Regent III
double decker ‘2222’ in front of Epping
Station on route 290, Sydney City to Epping,
operating from Willoughby depot on run M45.

In August 1954 the DGT invited tenders for a second
order of underfloor buses, resulting in another 250
being ordered in April 1955, this time built on Leyland
Royal Tiger ‘Worldmaster’ ERT1/1 chassis and AEC Regal IV 9823E chassis, which were assembled in
England and then shipped to Australia to be bodied. The Worldmaster came with the six cylinder 150 bhp
Leyland 11.1-litre 0.680 diesel as standard (the 0.600 was optional). The Regal IV 9823E was fitted with the
six cylinder 150 bhp AEC 11.3-litre diesel. A 4-speed pneumocyclic (air operated) semi-automatic gearbox
with a pedestal type shifter mounted to the floor was standard on the Worldmaster, and the Regal IV 9823E‘s
had a 4-speed semi-automatic gearshift mounted to the steering column. These were ‘Electro-Pneumatic’,
whereby a small gearstick moved through the shift gate would send an electrical signal to operate a
pneumatic cylinder which then shifted the gears. They also included a feature called ‘mono control’.
The bodies for the 125 Regal IV’s, registered in the M/O range as 2882 to 3126, were built by ComEng from
1956-1959. Bodies for the 125 Worldmasters, registered in the M/O range as 2902 to 3131, were built

by Cycle Components Manufacturing Company (CCMC) in Guildford (later renamed ‘Custom
Coaches’) from in 1957-1958. In all, 350 ‘Single Desto’ underfloors were delivered to the DGT,
the last - ‘3131’ - entering service in early 1959.
The last ‘Single Desto’ bus to operate in service was CCMC-bodied Leyland Worldmaster ‘3070’
on route 465 to Campsie on 3 February 1984. After it was withdrawn, it was used as a staff bus
until March 1984, then as a yard tow bus at Kingsgrove until December 1984, when it was sent to
the Chullora workshops for disposal.
AEC Regal IV ‘3161’
entered service in
1959 and was
withdrawn in August
1978. In September
1979 it was sold to
John J. Hill Bus
Service at Fairy
Meadow, but like
most other buses
ultimately it was
stripped and
scrapped.
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The ‘Double Destos’ - ‘3132’ to ‘3519’
The DGT ordered a further 388 buses, 206 built on Worldmaster chassis and 182 built on Regal IV 9823E
chassis. The DGT body style was updated, with a revised headlight position, additional stop and turn signals
at the rear and rectangular sliding windows to replace the oval ’standee‘ windows above the side windows.
The front and rear bulkheads also were restyled, with the front bulkhead now incorporating a ‘double
destination’ design. The use of GRP in panel production also was increased; the rear bulkhead and rear
corner panels now were made from fibreglass in addition to the front bulkhead and front corner panels.
Of the 388 ‘Double Desto’ underfloor buses built from 1959 to 1961, 120 were supplied by ComEng –
comprising 70 Regal IVs and 50 Worldmasters - 20 were supplied by CCMC - all Worldmasters - and 248
were supplied by Clyde – comprising 136 Worldmasters and 112 Regal IVs.
The last ‘Double Desto’ bus to operate in service was CCMC-bodied Leyland Royal Tiger ‘Worldmaster’
3142, withdrawn on 22 November 22 1984. A comprehensive list by bus number, body builder and
production number for underfloor buses is provided at the end of this article.
The initial batch of 50 AEC ‘Single Desto’ buses supplied by ComEng in 1953-1954 was built on
the 9821E (’E’ for export) chassis with Wilson 4 speed ‘pre-selector’ gearboxes, 4-spoke steering
wheel and a large ‘AEC’ emblem with large cast alloy wings fitted to the front panel. The next
batch of 125 AEC ‘Single Desto’ buses supplied by ComEng in 1957-1958 were built on the new
9823E chassis using the Electro-Pneumatic gearbox, and these were identified by a smaller ‘AEC’
winged emblem with smaller chrome wings as well as a restyled 3 spoke steering wheel. The
‘Electro-Pneumatic’ system was developed by a British company called CAV in partnership with
AEC; a ‘small gearstick’ mounted to the steering column sent an electrical signal to actuate an air
cylinder to mechanically shift the gears as a semi-automatic. By contrast, the ‘Single Desto’
Leylands supplied by CCMC from 1957 were built on an export variant of the Royal Tiger chassis
called the ‘Worldmaster’, on which by that time a large slanted floor mounted ‘pedestal’ type
gearshift was used to operate a semi-automatic gearbox Leyland described as ‘pneumocyclic’.
The same smaller AEC emblem then was carried over to the final batch of 182 ‘Double Desto’ AEC
buses supplied from 1959 (70 from ComEng and 112 from Clyde) which also were built on the
9823E chassis - this time with 4-spoke steering wheels. However in this series of ‘Double Desto’
buses for both AEC and Leyland the step down floor on the rear platform was eliminated, and both
came equipped with the ‘small gearstick’ CAV semi automatic, but with one important addition ‘Mono Control’. This simply meant that if the gearstick was left in 4th gear the transmission
operated as a full automatic. The system was developed for use on AEC’s double deck
‘Routemaster’ but became available as an option on AEC underfloor chassis from 1955 and as
standard equipment on underfloor chassis from 1956. In service with the DGT, however, the
system proved troublesome, and after a few attempts to address various driver and passenger
complaints it eventually was disconnected. Curiously, the first Leyland of this type, ‘3172’,
completed by Clyde in 1959, was reported in an article by the Sydney Morning Herald to “ ….. give
passengers a smoother ride with no jerks in between gear shifts”. Viewed from the right, as shown
on the preceding page, an AEC easily can be distinguished from a Leyland by the large oval oil
filler cutout in the right side engine hatch located behind the front wheel. Leylands did not have
this cutout as oil (and water) filler access was on the passenger side.
‘Mono-Control’ - Walter Wilson, Armstrong-Siddeley and the AEC ‘Autos’
The AEC 9823Es and ‘Double Desto’ Leyland Worldmasters were equipped with a 4 speed epicyclic
(automatic) gearbox which could be operated manually as a semi-automatic or as a full automatic if left in
the 4th gear position (a feature referred to as ‘mono-control’). This feature, however, proved troublesome in
service giving a jerky shift from 1st to 2nd gear which led to complaints from passengers. A modification
was made to allow the vehicles to start in second gear when in fully automatic mode, but when a kickback to
a lower gear was required, the engine would run down to almost idling speed before the system could change
down, by which time an even lower gear was required. Even with various issues addressed, the system also
became problematic as it aged, so eventually the fully automatic function was disconnected.
The semi-automatic small gearstick ‘mono-control’ gearshift mounted to the steering column was referred to
as an ‘Electro-Pneumatic’ gearbox, because the position of the gearstick was used to send an electrical signal
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to operate a pneumatic (air operated) cylinder to effect a gear change. All air operated semi-automatic
gearboxes, regardless of make, were designed by the Self-Changing Gears Company in England. The
‘mono-control’ units were made by CAV as a joint venture between the two companies to develop a fully
automatic gearbox so that London Transport could order automatic AEC Routemaster double deckers.
Mono-control was optional on the Regal IV from 1955 and standard from 1956. Self-Changing Gears was
set up and owned by Walter Wilson and John Siddeley to develop and market the pre-selector (Wilson)
gearbox. John Siddeley had resigned from Wolseley in 1909 and took over the Deasy Motor Company to
form Siddeley-Deasy. This company was bought out by Armstrong Whitworth Development Company in
1919 to become Armstrong Siddeley Motors, and produced luxury cars. In 1928 John Siddeley partnered
with Walter Wilson, inventor of the pre-selector gearbox, to create Improved Gears Limited, which later
became Self-Changing Gears.
Hand Painting
In 1959 the Sun-Herald Newspaper sent a reporter to the Clyde factory to review the first underfloor to roll
off the assembly line at that factory - Leyland Worldmaster ‘3172’. The article reported that the buses came
equipped with the following features - fully automatic drive, increased headroom, a straight floor with no
rear ‘stepdown’, double destination signs (front and side), windscreen demister and cab heater for the driver,
improved ventilation, more sliding windows, fibreglass non-dent mouldings on the body corners, two-foot
long windscreen wipers and safety glass around the driver. To correct summer hot box conditions on earlier
single deckers, louvres were fitted to the lower section of the front and rear doors to allow flow through
ventilation. To conform to the DGT’s fussy paint finish specifications, each bus had to be brush-painted
with two coats of best quality enamel without any evidence of a single brush mark - a task that reportedly
took “ ….. three skilled men” a week to complete for each bus.
The Newcastle Livery
From 1966, both single and double decker Sydney Government buses transferred to the Newcastle depots at
Belmont and Hamilton that required overhauls were converted in the Hamilton workshops to ‘Newcastle’
specification. On the right side of the bus, single deckers were given an ‘upswept’ division between the
lower and upper colours and double deckers were given a ‘downswept’ division between the upper and lower
colours. The driver‘s side rear vision mirror was painted in the upper colour and rubber surrounds were
fitted around the route number and destination displays (on 33” width only). Bumpers on single deck buses
were painted body colour. For double deckers this was extended to include the painting of radiator
surrounds, mudguards and headlight bars in body colour (with some buses running body colour wheels and
one receiving a cream painted roof instead of brown). ‘Newcastle’ overhauls also included white bands
around black wheels from 1972.
With the exception of ‘Royal Tour’ bus AEC underfloor ‘2783’, Newcastle’s fleet was traditionally all
Leyland - which included the first 50 OPSU1/1 underfloors which were progressively transferred and
overhauled into Newcastle livery to supplement withdrawals of older double deckers and 31-seaters. All 50
had been transferred by 1973, and these buses also had water fillers relocated to just below the middle of the
front windscreen (and offset to the left or right depending on the particular bus). When Leyland Leopard
front indicators were fitted to these buses they were mounted in a higher position to those on the Sydney
buses. Buses transferred back to Sydney usually retained the Newcastle livery until their next overhaul.
Running Changes 1958 to 1965
Modifications to ‘Single Desto’ bus bodies commenced in 1958, when upgrades incorporated in the new
‘Double Desto’ buses were retro-fitted to ‘post-war’ double deckers, 31 seaters (’frogs’) and ‘Single Desto’
underfloors.
The first was the reduction of the 44” wide front destination displays to 33”, during progressive overhauls
from 1958. Side indicator ‘arrow boxes’ were installed from 1959 (the only double deckers to receive these
were the last 50 built by Clyde with air-operated centre doors) and from 1962 front number plates were
repositioned from just below the bottom right corner of the windscreen to just below the right side air vent.
Also from 1962 the small round driver’s side rear vision mirror was replaced by the larger rectangular type
as fitted new to the ‘Double Desto’ underfloors.
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From 1965, the 48w DGT 9” ‘fixed focus’ fluted glass style headlights progressively were replaced with
‘universal’ 44w Lucas 7” sealed beams on all underfloor buses only.
DGT headlights to Sealed Beams
The underfloor buses when delivered new were fitted with the
standard DGT 48w fluted glass headlights which were fitted to half
cab single deckers, double deckers and 31-seaters (nicknamed ‘frogs’).
From 1965, the 48w fixed focus 9” fluted glass headlights were
replaced with Lucas 44w single filament 7“ ‘semi’-sealed beam
headlight assemblies (’semi’ because the globes could be replaced
unlike later standard 7” sealed beams which were a completely sealed
unit and unserviceable). The single filament was a special order for
the DGT only, used just for the headlights, whereas the standard twofilament globes used the second filament for parking lights which the
DGT didn’t require
Running Changes 1971 to 1977
The ‘arrow boxes’ on all underfloors progressively were removed, in
conjunction with the fitting of Leyland Leoopard side indicators,
during subsequent overhauls undertaken from 1971.

The model designation for the chassis supplied by Leyland for
the initial batch of ‘Single Desto’ underfloor chassis was
Leyland Royal Tiger OPSU1/1. These were ordered with
Wilson 4-speed ‘pre-selector’ gearbox which was optional for
the export (indicated by ‘O’) variant 1 (indicated by the /1)
Royal Tiger PSU1 chassis. The variant number represented a
wheelbase option, but all government buses were a ‘special
order’ wheelbase of 17’6”, the standard DGT wheelbase
specification for all its buses. The model designation for the
chassis supplied by Leyland for the second batch of ‘single
desto’ and all Leyland ‘double desto’ buses was Leyland Royal
Tiger ‘Worldmaster’ ERT1/1; ‘ERT’ for ‘Export Royal Tiger’.
Leyland coded the Worldmaster ‘RT’, for ‘Royal Tiger’, with
export versions given an ‘E’ prefix (i.e. ‘ERT’) and low ground
clearance versions given a ‘C’ prefix (i.e. ‘CRT’). Left hand
drive versions were designated ‘LERT’ and ‘LCRT’. The three
basic models were assigned according to standard wheelbase
(wb) options as ERT1 - 20’ wb, ERT2 - 18‘6” wb and RT3 16’2” wb, as the RT3 was the only model marketed in Britain.
The special order DGT 17’6” wb became variant ERT1/1. The
Worldmaster was Leyland‘s most successful bus chassis with
sales of over 20,000 units between 1954 and 1979. Surprisingly,
most were exported with very few sold in Britain. Viewed from
the left, Leyland buses easily are identified by the small circular
cutouts on the passenger side for access to the water and oil
fillers.
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From 1965 the standard 48w
DGT fixed focus 9” fluted
headlights were replaced with
special order 44w Lucas single
filament
7”
‘semi’-sealed
beams as a second filament for
parking
lights
was
not
required.
From 1972, overhauls into the new
PTC blue and white livery
commenced on selected buses. This
included arrow box removals (if this
hadn‘t been done previously) and the
fitment of Leyland Leopard front
indicators under the headlights.
These also were progressively fitted
to green and cream ‘Double Desto’
buses from 1973. From October
1972, two arrow N.S.W PTC logos
were applied to new Leopards and
overhauled
blue
and
white
underfloors, and from 1975 the PTC
‘L7’ logos were fitted to new buses,
applied during overhauls, and retrofitted to some buses in service for
which overhauls were not yet due.
The Wybrow hand signals were
removed
during
overhauls
of
underfloors from 1976.
It should be noted, that as the
modifications
were
undertaken
progressively, not all were applied to
all buses, especially those still in
service in green and cream livery, the
overhaul of which was not due at the
time each upgrade was introduced.
Consequently, the type of upgrade
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depended on when a particular bus was withdrawn and at which period it received its last overhaul or
upgrade. At the time of withdrawal, all ‘Single Desto’ buses had 33”-wide front destination displays, all
Leyland ‘Single Desto’ pre-selector buses (the first batch of 50) had been overhauled into Newcastle livery
including the repositioning of the water fillers and all ‘Double Desto’ buses had been fitted with the Leopard
front indicators. Additionally, all underfloors that had received blue and white overhauls had deleted
arrowboxes, Leopard front and side indicators and PTC logos. At the rear of the bus the last line of text on
the sign that read ‘LICENSED TO CARRY 70 PASSENGERS, 43 SEATED, 27 STANDING’ was changed
from ‘DEPT. OF GOVT. TRANSPORT’ to ‘PUBLIC TRANSPORT COMMISSION OF N.S.W’.
The fuel fillers on Leyland
underfloors were mounted
lower than on the AECs, and
the hatch for the master switch
was located behind the right
side rear wheel arch whereas
AEC underfloors had this hatch
in front of the right side rear
wheel arch. Although both
AEC and Leyland ‘Double
Desto’ buses were equipped
with the ‘Mono Control’ fully
automatic feature in service, it
progressively was disconnected
so that the transmission
reverted to semi-automatic
operation. All transmissions
were 4-speed, but later a 5speed semi-automatic was
available to private operators
for buses used as coaches.

The modifications were undertaken at either the Chullora workshops
at overhaul or at depots when overhauls were not yet due. During
this period buses were repainted in green and cream DGT livery as
well as the PTC blue and white.
The Chullora Bus Workshops opened on 30 June 1958, to perform
overhauls and heavy maintenance that previously had been carried
out at the Leichhardt depot. Bus overhauls ceased at Chullora in
October 1989, and the workshops closed in 1990, at which time the
site was redeveloped for residential use. A smaller facility was
established at Randwick for mechanical repairs and body repairs

subcontracted to private bus repair facilities.
Alan Davis Advertising was the firm responsible for
the advertising signs on government buses. Initially,
the advertisements were hand-painted, but as
technology advanced they could be screen printed on
vinyl (using the same techniques used to make
wallpaper). The advertisements were removed or
replaced after the term of a particular advertisement
had expired or when the bus was due for its next
overhaul which, in addition to the mechanicals, also
involved stripping of the bus to its frame for
inspection, repair if required and fit of new panels
for a complete rebuild and repaint into green and
cream or blue and white as required.
Blue and White Livery

The DGT and DGR were amalgamated on 20 October 1972
into the Public Transport Commission of N.S.W (PTC). A
new livery of mandarin blue and riviera white first appeared
in 1969, with the second delivery of Leyland Leopards (in revised form that became known as Leyland
Leopard Mk II). This became the standard livery for orders of new buses, including the delivery of double
deck Leyland Atlanteans, and was specified as ‘experimental’ for all other types. The PTC adopted the new
blue and white livery which was phased in on Sydney’s trains, ferries and buses. Consequently only four
post-war double deckers were repainted in the blue and white livery during overhauls from 1973, and a
number of underfloors retained their DGT green and white livery until they were withdrawn.
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The first underfloor bus to be painted in the new livery with a navy blue dividing band and black mudguards
was the Clyde bodied ‘Double Desto’ AEC Regal IV ‘3495’ in October 1972. At overhaul, buses were
repainted in either DGT or PTC livery, with the exception of Leopards and Atlanteans, which were repainted
only in the blue and white livery as adopted by the PTC.
As withdrawals from service of underfloor buses had started in September 1976, beginning with ComEng
bodied ‘single desto’ AEC Regal IV ‘2759’ (used for parts at the Chullora workshops), a number of
underfloors remained in green and cream DGT livery until their disposal.
The PTC was replaced by the Urban Transit Authority (UTA) and State Rail Authority (SRA) on 1 July
1980, which in turn was replaced by the State Transit Authority (STA) on 15 January 1989.
Withdrawals & Mass Scrap
The first underfloor bus to be withdrawn was the ComEng bodied prototype Leyland OPSU 1/1 ‘2520’ in
May 1957; it was sold to Rutty’s Bus Service in Figtree. The next was the ComEng bodied ’Integral Bus’
prototype Leyland Royal Tiger OPSU 1/1 ‘2849’, in July 1973; it was sold to Eggins Comfort Coaches in
Taree.
Leyland Motors had acquired Albion Motors in 1951,
Scammell Lorries in 1955, Standard-Triumph in 1960,
AEC (including Thornycroft) in 1962 and Rover in 1967.
In 1970 Leyland joined with BMC (Austin-MorrisJaguar-Wolseley), at which time Leyland marketed
trucks formerly badged as BMC as it's 'Redline' series of
trucks (which were originally badged as Austin and
Morris). Leyland, Scammell and AEC brands were
marketed as Leyland’s ‘Blueline’ series.
From 1973, due to increased competition from Japanese
and European manufacturers and the acquisition of too
many brands competing in the same market, the company
started to decline. In 1976 a notice was issued by
Leyland Motors that spare parts for AEC buses no longer
The Wybrow hand signals progressively
were available. This contributed to a decision made by
were removed from underfloors
the PTC to rationalise its fleet or makes of English origin
during overhauls from 1976.
down to the one brand (Leyland) and put in place a
program of early withdrawal of AEC buses to provide
spare parts for those still in service with disposal of the surplus. This lead to a large number of buses being
stripped for parts (both by the PTC and private operators) and scrapped. The program began in December
1976 and was concluded by December 1979, when the last AEC underfloors were withdrawn.
Other key withdrawals are summarised below:
‘Single Desto’ - first order of 100
‘2701’ Leyland Royal Tiger OPSU 1/1 (ComEng body), first production underfloor - withdrawn in October
1977 and sold to Linsley Bros. of Wallsend and later acquired for preservation.
‘2759’ AEC Regal IV 9821E (ComEng body), first AEC withdrawn in September 1976 and used for parts at
the Chullora workshops.
‘Single Desto’ - second order of 250
‘2912’ AEC Regal IV 9823E (ComEng body), first bus of the second order of 250, withdrawn in November
1977 and used for parts at Chullora.
The first Leyland Worldmasters (CCMC bodies) of this batch to be withdrawn and sold for parts and
subsequent scrap in October 1979 when ‘3011’ and ‘3112’ were sold to John J. Hill bus service in Fairy
Meadow, and ‘3055’ was sold to Oliveri Transport Services in Liverpool.
‘Double Desto’ - third order of 388
‘3212’ AEC Regal IV 9823E (Clyde body); and ‘3325’ AEC Regal IV 9823E (ComEng body), the first
‘Double Desto’ AECs withdrawn in March 1977 and used for parts at the Chullora workshops.
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‘3223’ Leyland Worldmaster ERT1/1 (Clyde body), first ‘Double Desto’ Leyland, withdrawn in August
1979 and sold to John J. Hill of Fairy Meadow N.S.W for parts.
The first underfloors to be withdrawn from the Newcastle fleet to be used for parts at the Hamilton
workshops occurred in May 1977, with Leyland Royal Tiger OPSU 1/1s ‘2733’ and ‘2734’. However,
‘2734’ later was acquired for preservation and restored.
The last green and cream buses to remain in service under the UTA were underfloors ‘3021’ - a 1958 CCMC
bodied ‘Single Desto’ Leyland Worldmaster - and ‘3434’ - a 1961 Clyde bodied ‘Double Desto’ Leyland
Worldmaster. Both were withdrawn in May 1983.
The last AEC underfloors were withdrawn from service on 21
December 1979. These were 9823E Single Destos ‘2885’ and
‘2895’, and 9823E Double Destos ‘3153’, ‘3259’ and ‘3388’. A
few AECs received repaints in 1976; however the last AEC to be
overhauled was ‘3492’ in May 1976.
The last blue and white underfloors to operate in service under
the UTA were ‘3070’ - a 1958 CCMC bodied ‘Single Desto’
Leyland Worldmaster, withdrawn after its last day in service on 3
February 1984 - and ‘3142’ - a 1959 CCMC bodied ‘double
desto’ Leyland Worldmaster which was withdrawn after it last
day in service on 22 November 1984.
Although Worldmaster ‘3070’ did a farewell run to Campsie on
3 February 1984, it was retained by the UTA as a staff bus until
March 1984, then as a yard tow bus until January 1986 when it
was sent to the Chullora workshops for disposal, making ‘3070’
the last government retained underfloor. After withdrawal from
service, buses either were sold to private operators, converted to
caravans, used for parts or sheds or scrapped.

During overhauls into blue and
white PTC livery the capacity
signage was repositioned from the
lower left to the centre right on the
rear of the bus and the governing
department was changed from
‘DEPT. OF GOVT. TRANSPORT’
to
‘PUBLIC
TRANSPORT
COMMISSION OF N.S.W’.

A model of Leyland Worldmaster ‘3333’ in PTC
livery photographed by Greg Travers in 1979 at
Willoughby Depot showing Route 205 East
Willoughby on its destination display. It was
withdrawn in October 1982, sold in August 1983 to
John J. Hill Bus Service of Fairy Meadow and later
scrapped. Of the 388 ‘Double Desto’ underfloor
buses built from 1959 to 1961, 120 were supplied by
ComEng - 70 Regal IVs and 50 Worldmasters - 20
were supplied by CCMC - all Worldmasters - and
248 were supplied by Clyde - 136 Worldmasters and
112 Regal IVs. ‘3333’ was bus number 51 of the 136
Worldmasters built by Clyde.
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The ‘Worldmaster’ was Leyland‘s most successful bus chassis with a production run between 1954 and 1979
that achieved sales of over 20,000 units. Surprisingly, very few were actually sold in Britain, with most
exported to overseas markets in RHD and LHD form. By comparison, the most popular bus chassis
produced by AEC was the light weight ‘Reliance’, which was in direct competition with Leyland’s light
weight chassis which it called the ‘Leopard’.

The DGT and DGR (which had replaced the NSWDRTT on 27 October 27 1952), were
amalgamated on 20 October 20 1972 into the PTC. The blue and white livery, first introduced
in 1969 with the second order of Leyland Leopards, was adopted by the PTC and phased in on
Sydney trains, ferries and buses. The new colour scheme of mandarin blue and riviera white
(with a navy blue dividing band and black mudguards), was specified by the PTC as standard
for orders of new buses and experimental for all others. The first underfloor bus painted in the
new PTC livery began with Clyde bodied ‘Double Desto’ AEC Regal IV ‘3495’ in October 1972.
The PTC ‘double arrow’ logos were applied during blue and white overhauls from 1972, with
the PTC ‘L7’ logos introduced from 1975 on green and cream buses, overhauls of which were
not yet due, as well as all buses overhauled into either green and cream or blue and white livery.
Selected 31-seaters and only four half-cab double deckers were repainted in blue and white.
Consequently a number of buses of all types retained the DGT green and cream livery until they
were withdrawn. The PTC was replaced by the Urban Transit Authority (UTA) and State Rail
Authority (SRA) on 1 July 1 1980, which in turn was replaced by the State Transit Authority
(STA) on 15 January 1989. The last green and cream ‘Double Desto’ underfloor to remain in
service under the UTA was ‘3434’ - a 1961 Clyde-bodied Leyland Worldmaster, withdrawn in
May 1983, and the last blue and white ‘Double Desto’ underfloor to operate under the UTA
was ‘3142’, a 1959 CCMC-bodied Leyland Worldmaster, withdrawn in November 1984. The
last ‘Single Desto’ underfloor in service was CCMC-bodied Leyland Worldmaster ‘3070’, which
made a farewell run to Campsie Station on 3 February 1984. ‘3070’ was used as a staff bus
until March 1984, then as a yard tow bus, and in January 1986 it was sent to the Chullora
Workshops for disposal, marking this the last government run underfloor bus.
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The installation of Lucas semi-sealed beam headlights, removal of the arrowboxes, the fitment of Leyland
Leopard side and front indicators, the application of PTC logos and the removal of Wybrow hand signals
progressively were undertaken either at depots or during overhauls at the Chullora Workshops. Early
withdrawals from service meant that some buses remained in DGT green and cream livery until the time of
their withdrawal, as the blue and white livery (which first was introduced on new buses in 1969 with the
second order of Leyland Leopards) was referred to by the PTC as ‘standard’ for new buses delivered from
October 1972 but ‘experimental’ for all others. Dates at which each of these modifications were introduced
are detailed under the sections headed ‘Running Changes’. It should be noted that as the modifications were
progressive, not all modifications were applied to all buses.
‘Bloody Mary’ - AEC Regal IV ‘3308’
A few government buses gained notoriety as ‘hoodoo’ buses after being involved in fatal collisions. These
usually were transferred to another depot (for no other apparent reason) following such incidents. Only one
bus, however, was referred to by name - Waverley depot’s AEC Regal IV ‘3308’ - also known as ‘Bloody
Mary’. M/O 3308 was bodied by ComEng in 1960 on a mono-control AEC Regal IV 9823E chassis.
ComEng bodied 70 ‘Double Desto’ Regal IV underfloors between 1959 and 1961, and ‘3308’ was number
28 of those. During this period ComEng also bodied 50 ‘Double Desto’ Leyland Worldmasters.

‘3308’ was new in 1960 and was withdrawn from service
in August 1977, retained at the Chullora workshops and
used for spare parts. By mid-1978 the right hand
headlight assembly and front bumper were missing, as
photographed by Garry Carr at the workshops. It
subsequently was sold for use as a shed in Bundeena,
where it was discovered in 1986, minus the other
headlight assembly, engine, differential and seats.
Although the axles were inside the bus, the destination
rolls had been cut out. The bus was acquired for
preservation and the missing parts were sourced from
other buses due to be scrapped in various wrecking yards
(the engine came from ex-DGT ‘3158’ and the differential
from ex-DGT ‘3356’). ‘3308’ still survives!
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A model of ‘Bloody Mary’ - AEC
Regal IV ‘3308’ - Waverley depot’s
‘hoodoo’ bus, derived its moniker
from its involvement in several
fatal collisions. Various double
deckers, single deckers and
underfloors were involved in tragic
collisions, and these usually were
transferred to another depot (for
no
other
apparent
reason)
following
such
incidents.
However, only one bus - ‘3308’ was referred to by name – ‘Bloody
Mary’.
It was bodied by
Commonwealth Engineering in
1960 on a ‘mono-control’ AEC
Regal IV 9823E chassis. ComEng
bodied 70 ‘Double Desto’ Regal IV
underfloors between 1959 and 1961,
and ‘3308’ was bus number 28 of
these.
During this period
ComEng also bodied 50 ‘Double
Desto’ Leyland Worldmasters.
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‘3308’ in PTC livery on Route 302, Kings Cross /
Woolloomooloo, operating out of Waverley
Depot on Run W160.

The last AEC was overhauled in May 1976 with
the Wybrow hand signals progressively removed
during overhauls of underfloors from that year.
Consequently the hand signals were retained on
most AECs such as ‘3308’ up to the time of
disposal.

Clyde Engineering Co. (Clyde) was formed in September 1898 when a group of businessmen
bought the Granville factory of timber merchants Hudson Brothers. The firm’s name was
changed to Clyde Industries in March 1949. Bus body production ceased in 1961 with the last
order of government underfloors, leaving the firm in a position to concentrate on more lucrative
rail contracts. Although the Granville factory closed in 1973, other interstate factories had been
established, including a new one at Kelso. The firm was sold to Evans Deakin Industries in
July 1996.
By contrast, Smith & Waddington, of Camperdown, was formed in 1921 and was renamed
Waddingtons in 1937 after moving premises to Granville. In 1946 the Federal Government
mounted a rescue plan after the company had fallen into financial difficulty during the war
years. The Commonwealth bought the controlling shares and changed the name to
Commonwealth Engineering Co., and in January 1963 the name was changed to ComEng. In
1965 ComEng Vehicle Industries (CVI) was formed to take over the bodybuilding division of
ComEng, and bus production ceased in June 1971 when the Bosnjaks (Westbus) purchased the
bus bodying designs and jigs from ComEng to form a new company called Smithfield Bus &
Coachworks, building a second batch of 312 Leyland Leopard (MkI II) single decker buses for
the PTC and buses for private operators. Smithfield Bus & Coachworks was sold to Custom
Coaches in May 1981. ComEng was taken over in February 1983 by Australian National
Industries, and in 1989 the Granville factory was closed. The site is now a mix of high rise
housing and light industry.
Cycle Components Manufacturing Co. (CCMC) was established in 1935 in Guildford by Stanley
Hillsdon, who was involved in the manufacturing of bicycles from 1911. In 1946 the company
won the contract to manufacture reversible seats for Sydney's tram system and in 1955 CCMC
successfully tendered to body 125 Leyland Worldmaster buses for the DGT, and in April 1958
CCMC bodied its first bus for a private operator. In 1962 the firm became Custom Coaches
Manufacturing Co. and it continued to build buses for private operators until 1998 when
Custom Coaches bodied over 1,280 buses up till 2013 for the State Transit Authority. By 2009
Custom Coaches had produced over 15,000 buses, and in May 2010 the Sydney plant was
relocated to Villawood. In June 2012 the company was acquired by Alexander Dennis and in
May 2014 Custom Coaches was placed into administration. In August 2014 the business was
purchased by the founder’s great-nephew by marriage Mark Burgess and renamed Custom
Bus.
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A Summary of the Production of the Underfloor Buses
Commonwealth Engineering ‘Single Desto’ Production
One ‘prototype’ Leyland Royal Tiger OPSU 1/1 manual built in 1951 with registration / bus number 2520
225 single desto buses comprising:
50 Leyland Royal Tiger OPSU 1/1 pre-selector 1953-1954 with registrations / bus numbers::
2701 – 2720 - 2731 – 2740 - 2751 – 2752 2821 – 2830 2842 - 2849
50 AEC Regal IV 9821E pre-selector from 1953 -1954 with registrations / bus numbers:
2753 – 2760 and 2770 - 2811
125 AEC Regal IV 9823E from 1956 - 1959 with registrations / bus numbers:
2882 – 2901 - 2912 – 2931 - 2942 – 2953 - 2955 – 2961 - 2972 - 2981
2992 – 3001 - 3022 – 3041 - 3082 – 3091 - 3102 – 3111 - 3122 -3126
Commonwealth Engineering ‘Double Desto’ Production:
120 double desto buses comprising:
70 AEC Regal IV 9823E from 1959 - 1961 with registration / bus numbers:
3132 – 3141 - 3152 – 3161 - 3301 -3310 - 3321 - 3330
3407 – 3416 - 3439 – 3448 - 3500 - 3509
50 Royal Tiger ‘Worldmaster’ ERT 1/1 from 1960 -1961 with registration / bus numbers:
3343 – 3352 - 3375 – 3384 - 3459 – 3468 - 3482 – 3491 - 3510 - 3519
CCMC ‘Single Desto’ Production:
125 single desto buses comprising:
125 Royal Tiger ‘Worldmaster’ ERT 1/1 in 1957- 1958 with registration/ bus numbers:
2902 – 2911 - 2932 – 2941 - 2962 – 2971 - 2982 – 2991 - 3002 - 3021
CCMC ‘Double Desto’ Production:
20 double desto buses comprising:
20 Royal Tiger ‘Worldmaster’ ERT 1/1 in 1959 with registration / bus numbers 3142-3151 and 3162-3171
Clyde Engineering ‘Double Desto’ Production:
248 double desto buses comprising:
136 Leyland Royal Tiger ‘Worldmaster’ ERT 1/1 from 1959 - 1961 with registration / bus numbers:
3172 – 3190
3331 – 3342

-

3204 – 3211
3363 – 3374

-

3223 – 3234
3395 – 3406

-

3245 – 3256
3427 – 3438

-

3267 - 3300
3469 - 3481

112 AEC Regal IV 9823E from 1959 to 1961with registration / bus numbers:
3191 – 3203
3311 – 3320
3492 - 3499

-

3212 – 3222
3353 – 3362

-

3235 – 3244
3385 – 3394

-

3257 – 3266
3417 – 3426

-

3279 - 3288
3449 - 3458

About the Registration and Fleet Numbers
Bus registration numbers M/O 001 to 1000 were set aside for private operators from 1933. DRTT
registrations began at M/O 1001, with No. 1 being a Leyland TD1 bearing fleet number 1. An additional 200
M/O plates were reserved for private operators as private bus registrations soared, so DRTT numbers were
revised to begin at M/O 1201, making them always 1200 above the Fleet number. A solution was found
from 1940, by making the registration number equal to the fleet number plus 1000, so that from 1948 the
registration and fleet number could match.
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About The Models
This is the first time that precision scale replicas of Sydney government underfloor buses have been
produced. Only 300 have been made, all in 1:76 scale, comprising 100 of ‘3161’, 140 of ‘3333’ (both in
green and cream), 30 of ‘3308’ and 30 of ‘3333’ (both in blue and white). The models featured in this article
are pre-production samples and so may vary slightly to the final production versions.
Contact Rob’s Classic Models
Inquiries about the availability of the models may be made:
robsclassicmodels2.webs.com
robsclassicmodels@gmail.com
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‘COLLECTORMANIA’
Sunday 15 October 2017
Toy & Hobby Fair in the Penrith Panthers Pavilion
Mulgoa Road at Penrith
An opportunity for those members who are unable regularly
to attend meetings to stop at our club table and say hullo

THE MUSEUM OF FIRE
Sunday 17 September 2017
Our club’s visit to the Fire Brigade’s museum
Located in Museum Drive off Mulgoa Road at Penrith
Meet outside at 0900 hrs – the Club will pay the admission fee for
members and partners – contact the Secretary for further information
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The 2016 Peking to Paris and 2017 Samurai
Challenge Reprised

I

NTERNATIONAL RALLY competitor, Matt Bryson, returned to the Sydney Model Auto Club as a
guest speaker at our August meeting. It had been a couple of years since Matt last addressed our club, and
since then he and Gerry Crown have been around the world competing in international classic rallies. In
June/July last year they once again tackled the Peking to Paris Motor Challenge.
Matt brought with him his laptop and showed us some great photographs whilst telling us of their exploits in
the big Aussie Leyland P76. The Peking to Paris rally has gained in popularity all over the world and last
year there was a significant influx of Australian entries; many were of a very high calibre, and with the
similarly high standard of international competitors, it was going to be the toughest yet.
Matt explained to us how much more of a challenge it was, from hitting a washaway at high speed which
resulted in a blown tyre and bent suspension arm, to engine oil pressure problems. These mishaps occurred
in the first five days of the event, and resulted in them dropping way down the order, but with their neversay-die attitude they fought their way back to fourth position, from which they were able to challenge for a
podium finish. Unfortunately, frenetic chases are such that mistakes can be made, and Gerry made a rare
error, shooting off the road and landing in trees. After assistance from another Aussie competitor put them
back on the road, they pressed on eventually to finish sixth and one of four Australian crews in the top six
after 36 days and 13,695 kms of intense competition. This was a s sterling effort in adversity and one for
which we all commended them.
Following that rally, early this year Matt and Gerry with the mighty P76 took on the Samurai Challenge, an
event over 22 days across all four of the major islands of Japan from south to north. Unlike all the other
events in which they have participated, which primarily were on dirt, this event was all on tarmac. In
preparation, all Matt did was to change the rally tyres for a set of grooved slicks. This event mostly was a
regularity trial, with some speed tests included on local race tracks.
Whilst nowhere near as
challenging as the Peking
to Paris, it was difficult in
its own right trying to
average speed to the
second day after day.
Unfortunately this event
was dogged by poor
scoring and there were
many problems with its
organisation, but despite
that Gerry, Matt and the
P76
soldiered
on
eventually to finish in a
creditable fifth position.
After Matt’s presentation
many questions
were
asked, and everyone enjoyed the evening. Certainly we were left wanting more. Matt promised to return
after their next rally, The Road to Saigon, scheduled early next year. We extend our thanks to Matt for
giving us some of his valuable time.
Steve Maher
You can read more information about the Challenge experience on Gerry and Matt’s Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/112305558944828/
and at their blog: http://worldrallyp76.blogspot.com.au/
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‘ARTICULATED’
OUR APRIL 2017 THEMED DISPLAY

O

UR DEBUTANT JUDGE David Brown had lots to consider at this meeting, which 18 members
attended who between them offered 11 displays for his appraisal. David eventually awarded first place
to Ken Mathieson for his display of vintage toys, the highlights of which included inter-war tinplate
productions by Meccano Dinky designed to augment British railway layouts and the Commer G27 Tanker
produced by Micro Models in the rare red/yellow box pictured immediately below. The most interesting
story to come out of the meeting was Robert Bender’s very early forays into vehicle design; aged 11 years he
made his mark advising the German M.A.N. Automotive and earning some publicity as a result. His account
is featured in the following pages.

Commer G27 Prime Mover and
Tanker in Shell livery, produced by
Spear Diecasting Co. Pty Limited in
Victoria for Micro Models and
distributed
as
a
promotional
advertisement for Shell, presented
here in the rare red/yellow box
version

Mechanical Horse and Open Wagon,
released by Dinky as #415 between
1954-1959, having been renumbered
from #33C which first was issued
between 1935-1940. This post-war
version of the toy also was released
with red horse and brown trailer.

Mechanical Horse and Trailer Van
released as a set numbered 33R by
Meccano Dinky in the livery of the
London & North-Eastern Railway
between 1935-1940. Both components
also were available separately
numbered 33A and 33D respectively
in railway liveries.
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The equivalent express parcels set
33R by Meccano Dinky in the livery
of the Midland & Scottish Railway.
Other available liveries represented
the Great Western Railway and
Southern Railway.

Robert Bender’s second-placed display
included an intriguing personal memory
from many years ago. Aged 12 years in
1979, Rob won the 'Junior Car Designer
of the Year' award in his age group, the
local segment of which was sponsored by
‘Max Tyre Brake and Steering Service’ in
Cabramatta. The local newspaper, ‘The
Leader’, featured this photograph of Rob
receiving his prize, a digital pen watch,
from the publisher of newspaper, Terence
Webster.
Under the banner, ‘Style won car award’,
‘The Leader’ ran the following report:
Winner of the ‘Junior Car Design’
award in the Wheels-Jackson
Tyrepower contest, Robert Bender,
has a burning ambition to be a top
designer of cars.
Twelve-year old Robert, of Mt.
Pritchard, has been drawing cars and
trucks sine he was in kindergarten.
His futuristic design and body styling
caught the eyes of the judges, and
won him the local award for the Liverpool are in the 8-14 age group. The contest was
sponsored in ‘The Leader’ by Max Tyre Brake and Steering Service, Cabramatta.
Robert, although a designer of the future, draws his ideas from the construction and design of
animals, and ancient as well as modern means of motivation.
He believes we can het ideas from the shape and movement of huge ancient mammals for
designing big power vehicles and heavy moving equipment.
Robert attends the Mt. Pritchard Primary School and next year will go to Bonnyrigg High
School where he will keep on with his studies in drawing and design.
In the same year, Rob came to the attention of managers at M.A.N. Automotive. Here’s his account of what
happened:
In 1979 I was designing my own brand of cars, trucks and buses and had sent my drawings
to various manufacturers around Australia including Volkswagen, Ford and a hand delivery
to Kenworth which then was based at Lansvale.
They all sent back letters of encouragement; however one in particular, M.A.N Automotive,
a German manufacturer that assembled trucks and buses locally, sent back a telegram and
made subsequent arrangements to transport me to the airport by taxi, then fly me by
private charter to their assembly plant at Kurri Kurri, West of Newcastle. When I arrived I
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met with various personnel and was given a tour of the factory. They had a press
photographer and during the tour I was given a M.A.N cap and asked to pose for a
photograph on one of the truck chassis. I was then given the choice of either continuing
the tour or going on a road test in one of the vehicles - without hesitation I chose the road
test!
The road test ended up incorporating an 'off-road' test through some rugged terrain as the
vehicle chosen was one of the new heavy duty all wheel drive M.A.N bonneted trucks. I
was asked to look back from the rear cab window as we went through a steep rocky gully
and watch the chassis and differential twist and turn as we manoeuvred our way through.
We then had lunch (fish and chips on the way back) and returned to the factory where I
met Professor Sontag, who may have been the chief engineer. He had a display case in his
office behind his desk and while having a chat he asked if I liked models. Before I could
answer he reached into the case and gave me the HO scale M.A.N semi trailer model in my
display tonight.

Then he said, "You like buses, too" and gave me the HO scale M.A.N double-decker bus
model that was in the display as well. I was also given a promotional bag of branded
M.A.N merchandise which included tee-shirts, a book and a pen knife.

Matchbox Super
Kings K10 Car
Transporter
released in 1976.

Mack R600 Container
Truck with ACL
markings released by
Corgi as 1106 in its
Major Pack Series
between 1972-1977 - a
rare variation was a
promotional release
for the 3M company.
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The article appearing below about Rob’s visit to the firm was published in the next issue of M.A.N
Automotive’s magazine:
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From Lance Proctor’s third-placed display:
Matchbox Major Pack 9 Cooper Jarrett Interstate Double-Freighter with the first type Lesney
colour picture box issued in 1962

Kenworth prime mover with
tri-axle lowboy trailer fitted
with steerable tag axle released
in 1:64 scale by Diecast
Promotions

Peterbilt 385 Wrecker towing
a Peterbilt 379 5-axle dump truck
released in 1:64 scale by SpecCast
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The first issue of the Matchbox Major Pack #6 Scammell
Transporter with PICKFORDS decals in a Moko Lesney
box released in 1960 displayed by Robin Aston

1981 Kenworeth W900L
B-Triple and Road Train
600 hp diesel in longreach lilac
One of 250 models released
in 1:64 scale
by Cooee Concepts.
From Dennis Cartwright.

Budgie Toys #256 Foden Aircraft Refuelling
Tanker ‘Pluto’ released between 1961-1964.
Displayed by Furio Micheli.
The refueller on which the toy was based had a
distinctive can with a high roof and upper windows to
enable the driver to see the aircraft when
manoeuvring. Budgie replaced the Foden logo with
an Esso decal. The model’s large window was either
clear or pale amber. Above the front bumper the
black tab of the cab base is visible, the base fixed in
place by a central rivet. This carried the model
number and ‘A Budgie Toy’ with the usual ‘Made in
England’. The trailer body was made in one casting.
Into the body was fitted the black base, which also
incorporated the permanently fixed coupling and
carried the full name and scale of the toy Silver
plastic wheels and knobbly tyres remained standard
through the production run. The box was a Morris &
Stone type A4 with the model number on the picture
faces and end flaps. Late in the production run the
toy appeared in an A6 type box endorsed ‘Budgie
Models’ as the manufacturer; this is rare.
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Dodge Tractor
with Twin Tippers
Matchbox K16-1
from the King Size
Superfast Series
released in 1966
From Dennis Cartwright

Matchbox K8-1 Scammell
Prime Mover released in 1962
which Dennis Mitchell displayed
towing the issued Low Loader
with a Cat D9 Tractor

Mechanical Horse and Milk Tanker
in tinplate with clockwork action
by Triang Minic numbered #71M.
The first version with the
twin-wheeled tanker
released 1939-1941.
Displayed by Furio Micheli.

AEC Prime Mover towing a Hoyner Transporter
Released by Dinky in 1:50 scale
From PH’s display
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International ACCO Prime Mover and Trailer
in LINFOX livery
Produced by Rob Bender in 1:43 scale in 2013
From Don Stephens’ collection.

1956 Ford F600 Prime Mover
Mac’s Motors Deniliquin
Released by Models 56 in resin
in 1:43 scale in 2013
Displayed by Don Stephens

First issue of Matchbox
Accessory Pack A2
issued in 1957 with
dark blue logo and
metal wheels displayed
by Robin Aston
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‘TINPLATE AND PLASTIC’
OUR MAY 2017 THEMED DISPLAY
HIS MONTH’S DISPLAY THEME attracted a large number of superb large scale tinplate and plastic
toys. Unfortunately, time constraints have prevented the presentation of a more comprehensive
summary, and regrettably we are unable fully to do justice to the efforts of our members who put together
displays. Our judge Bruce Cook awarded first place to the fine vintage selection from Ken Mathieson’s
collection. Even the ranks of Tuscany could scarce forbear to cheer!

T

Plastic 1952 Cadillac in 1:18 scale by
US toy maker Marx. Even Cadillacs
need some TLC. From the firstplaced display presented by Ken
Mathieson.

1937 Chrysler Airflow, released in
tinplate by Kingsbury in 1:18 scale.
As tough as nails, and it still looks
good!

Mid-1950s Ford 'Frosty Bar' Ice
Cream Van made in tinplate in 1:18
scale by Nomura in Japan. Looks
delicious reckons Don.
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Ken Mathieson's 1:18 scale
plastic cruiser. What can one say
about such a cool classic?
Probably not much, says the
Gospel according to Don!

Peugeot 404 Taxi made by
Joustra of France. A nicely
fitted out tinplate toy in top
preserved condition. Ken has
an 'eagle eye' for quality.
A low-priced Japanese mademodel of the 1966 Ford Taunus
in tinplate in 1:18 scale probably
released by Bandai acquired by
P.H. Cheah from his favourite
tiny shop in Hong Kong around
1976. It has a friction motor
driving, correctly, the rear
wheels, and represents the twodoor version of this Germanmade Ford.
Buick Sedan in 1:18 scale
released in a series titled '50s
Fifties' by Bandai in Japan.
The model is well-finished
and is an accurate
representation, although its
friction drive to the front
wheels is the opposite of the
Buicks of the era as frontdrive General Motors cars
did not exist until the 1970s.
Also from the display
provided by P. H. Cheah.
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1966 Cadillac DeVille Convertible
made in tinplate in 1:18 scale by Bandai.
The model is battery operated with an
'on-off' switch inside the car with another
'gear' selector for low or high speeds.
The headlights also light up. The 1966
model had lower style fins than the 1967
model, on which they were more
prominent. This was another great find
by PH in that tiny Hong Kong shop in
the island's Causeway Bay.
A quirky tinplate generic sports car in
1:18 scale from an unknown Chinese
manufacturer. Its fit and finish of
course are awful, with the baseplate
almost coming apart on its right side.
The bonnet opens to reveal a tin-plate
print of an engine with a fan that spins
as the friction-powered front wheels are
spun. Spin the wheels and you also get
a loud 'rat-a-tat' sound. PH bought this
odd model in a souvenir shop in San
Francisco of all places.

2017 Ford GT in 1:18 scale by Revell,
one of a 'snap-tite' series by the American
plastic model car maker. The Ford GT was
revealed at Detroit a couple of years ago
and deliveries began only recently. The
real car sold for US$470,000 with Ford
actually selecting the customers allowed to
buy the car as production numbers are
limited to one-a-day when production
began in December 2016. The 3.5 litre V6
Ecoboost engine pumps out 482kw with
torque at 746Nm. This new GT is the second GT to be built after Ford introduced the GT in 2003 to
celebrate the company's centenary. Inspiration for the GT is the original GT40 that Ford had built to beat
Ferrari at Le Mans in 1966. The new GT was raced at Le Mans last year and won the GTE Pro class, 50
years after that historic win. Unfortunately the new GT is available only in left-hand-drive.
A 1964 Ford Galaxie Wagon released by
Ideal in Hong Kong in plastic in 1:43 scale
was another of the great finds in PH’s
favourite Hong Kong shop. It has an
electric motor driving the rear wheels and
there is an on/off' switch between the front
wheels, but PH has no idea how the
electric motor works, as there does not
appear to have any slot to fit a battery.
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Robin Aston's plastic 1958 Peugeot
Sedan with ski rack released made by
Norev in plastic in 1:43 scale in 2003

1932 Peugeot 201 also released by
Norev in plastic in 1:43 scale in 1966
also from Robin Aston’s display

Generic tinplate clockwork
delivery lorry with a forward
control semi trailer both by
Minic from Dennis
Mitchell’s collection

This radio-controlled Porsche 935
Turbo by Japanese toy
manufacturer Daishin, issued in
1977, was displayed by Robert
Bender, for whom it was a gift
when Rob was aged 12 years
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‘COMMERCIALS AND TRADIES’
OUR JULY 2017 THEMED DISPLAY

A

NOTHER DEBUTANT judge Lester Gough had to sift through 10 displays provided from the 20
members present at this meeting. The first place-getter was Paul Heeks, who shortly before the date
of the meeting had discovered a large box in his archived odds and sods at home, which to his delight
contained a large number of mostly original boxed Dinky toys from the 1950s and 1960s, from which he was
able to throw together an interesting display on the night.

[left] Dinky 252 Bedford Refuse Wagon – the first issue with tan body and green tinplate shutters
– released 1954-1960 after it was renumbered from 25V and which first had been released in 1948
in a trade box of four
[right] Dinky 454 Trojan 15 cwt Van with CYDRAX brand aerated drink logo released 1957-1959

Dinky 531 Leyland Comet 5-Ton Lorry from the Supertoys Series – the first issue in red
cab and chassis with yellow tray and hubs – released 1949-1954 (renumbered 931 in 1954)
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A Mack Lorry in 1:18 scale
with diecast cab and
timber/aluminium tray
by the California-based
firm Smith-Miller (which
wound up in the mid-1950s)

A late-1940s Marx generic
tinplate lorry in 1:20 scale

A sheet steel and plastic tanker made
by the Sydney-based firm Boomaroo
in 1:18 scale about 1963 – one of the
last and one of the rarest of the toys
produced by this maker – from Ken
Mathieson’s second-placed display
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A 1980s Nissan S Cargo Hatchback Ddelivery Van
Modelled by Diapet in Japan in its SV-Series in 1:32 scale and released in 1989
From the third placed display provided by P. H. Cheah

Citroen City-Rama Bus by IXO for
Atlas Hachette, based on a Citroen
U55 truck chassis and designed for
intra-city cruises by tour operators

Corgi Major Pack #1100 Bedford Prime
Mover and Carrimore Low Loader
released 1958-1963 with the #1128
Priestman Cub Shovel released 19631976 displayed by John Russell
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A 1970 Neoplan FH11 Mobile
Workshop used by the Porsche
Team at its workshop in
Weissach in Baden-Wurttemberg
displayed by Bruce Cook.
Gottlob
Auwarter
founded
Neoplan in 1935 and it became
the trading name of bus and
coach manufacturers Gottlob
Auwarter GmbH and Co. of
Stuttgart, at first making only
vehicle bodies, and eventually
moving to whole vehicle
manufacture. The company became part of M.A.N. SE [Maschinenfabrik Augsberg Nurnberg] which in
turn was acquired partly by Volkswagen AG in 1911, simultaneously merging M.A.N. and Scania, and
thereby becoming Europe’s largest truck manufacturer.
November 1971 Holden HQ One-Ton
Utility from the Australian Motoring
Legends Series released by TRAX as
TR45B in 1:43 scale

1950s Holden FJ Van with NASCO
decals – a spare parts dealership –
released by TRAX in 1:43 scale in the
1970s, displayed by Furio Micheli

1930s General Motors ‘Parade of Progress’ –
used for field days and car shows – released
by Greenlight in 1:64 scale in 2016 and
displayed by David Brown
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1950 Chevrolet Truck
with John Deare Cropping Tractor
released by ERTL in 1:43 scale in 2012
Displayed by David Brown

The complete collection
of Holden FJ utilities
and panel vans from the
1950s and 1960s released
by TRAX in 1:43 scale
was displayed by Dennis
Mitchell

Dinky 480 Bedford CA 10 cwt Van
released in 1:43 scale
between 1954-1956
from Paul Heeks’ display
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At our May meeting, a trim, taut and terrificlooking Lance Proctor received the trophy for
his victory in our 24 Hours at Le Mans, our
annual slot car racing championship, for the
third consecutive year. It may be that Lance
has worked out the challenges of the track at
Artarmon too well, and that a change of venue
might be needed to stop his run! The race is
scheduled again on 7 March 2018.
The Committee’s 2017 meeting
Our Toy & Hobby Fair at Granville
At their meeting on 16 August, the committee members
decided to raise the admission price from $3 to $4 and to
increase the price of a few of the items offered in the
canteen. The fee to hire a table remains at $20. Revenue
received goes towards the cost of our public liability
insurance premium and better enables us to support our
selected childrens charities.

Vauxhall Cabriolet and Caravan
from the Triang Minic 113M
clockwork Car and Caravan Set
released in tinplate in 1950-1951
displayed by Dennis Mitchell at
our August ‘Holidays’ themed
meeting. The Minic series was
introduced in 1937 with almost
every type of vehicle on the road
at that time represented, some
with electric lights (ME type).
They were fitted with a powerful
long running mechanisme, disc
wheels and rubber tyres. They
were
very
popular
and
flourished, with more than 70
models released.
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Visitors to our table at ‘Collectormania’ at Penrith Panthers on
15 October are to be offered free entry to our next Toy & Hobby
Fair.
Any suggestions you may have to increase our
membership, and to increase the participation rate in both our
club meetings and the Toy & Hobby Fair, will be welcomed.
Social activities
Visits to the following have been or are to be scheduled during
the 2017-2018 year: the Museum of Fire at Penrith, the Historic
Aircrfat Restoration Society at Albion Par, the Powerhouse
Museum at Ultimo and perhaps the ‘Wings over Illawarra’
aircraft display. Please refer to our events calendar inside the
rear cover of this magazine.
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Club meetings
Our
monthly
meetings are to start a
little earlier, from 7
pm, to accommodate
the growing number
of our competitive
displays
and
to
enable us to leave the
club by 10 pm.
Judging is to continue
to be rotated among
our members. More
guests are to be
invited to speak on a
range of motoring
topics.
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‘HOLIDAYS’
OUR AUGUST 2017 THEMED DISPLAY
UR PRESIDENT, DENNIS MITCHELL, exercised his annual Captain’s pick at our general meeting
in favour of ……… holidays. Members responded with eclectic displays that encapsulated the use of
motor vehicles to facilitate our enjoyment of the outdoors. P. H. Cheah brought all his finely honed
experience from travelling the world as an aircraft purser to judge the field, and awarded first place to Ken
Mathieson, who provided a display of rare vintage tinplate toys. While discussing holidays ……………..

O
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Tinplate Mechanical Car and Caravan Trailer
#3023T complete with the wind-up key
made in Britain by Mettoy
and released in its ‘Plaything’ series
in 1:24 scale in the late 1940s.
From the Mathieson Collection.

A selection of
1950s and 1960s
tinplate caravans
from Ken’s dispay
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Bandai #850 Vacation Set featuring a
friction-drive 1961 Ford Falcon Sedan

Japanese-made 1950s tinplate caravan
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Picnicing in the Pyrenees
perhaps, in the French style,
with their trusty Renault
Dauphine, modelled by Altaya
and displayed by John Russell

In
the
007
movie
‘Goldeneye’,
our
hero
James Bond was driven by
CIA agent Jack Wade from
St Petersburg Airport to
Valentin
Zukovky's
building complex.
The
vehicle used was a 1958
ZAZ-965A
Zaporozhets
sedan, various models of
which were built in Ukraine
between 1958-1994, by
which time the design had
James Bond we presume?
Readying for a getaway into the hills
….. if his weird wheels make it!
changed steadily. A series
planned by Eaglemoss Publications in Britain to comprise 40 Bond models to launch in 2005 became so
popular that it extended eventually to 134 issues by 2015. The diorama style presentation was a bonus with
every release. Clever images of 007 movie locations were represented attractively by photographic printed
backdrops and diverse terrain/moulded bases. At least one funeral parlour car waited respectfully.

Matchbox 7B Ford Anglia released in 1961
and 9D Boat Trailer released in 1966
from the third-placed display
provided by Dennis Mitchell
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Morris Mini Cooper S Mk. 1
released in 1:43 scale by Tomica
from Dennis Mitchell’s display

From PH’s display [top left] Matchbox Models of Yesteryear YYM38054 1961 International Scout 80 4 x 4
[top right] 1970s Ford Falcon Surferoo made in resin in China for TRAX in 2014
[above left] 1962 Volkswagen Beetle towing a camper kit by Carrarma in China
[above right] 1961 Smith’s Karrier Van Snack Bar released by Corgi
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1959 Citroen DS Safari ‘wildlife preservation’ Station Wagon and Caravan by Corgi
and a Commer Passenger Van from Corgi’s 2500-Series from PH’s display
The Commer passenger van was one of the most popular commercial vans of the 1950s and 1960s and
typically was presented in this 'holiday camp' livery and used to transport British families from arriving
trains and bus terminals to self-contained 'villages' where they stayed in chalets with entertainment provided
by the camp's staff. The guests were not encouraged to go outside the confines of the camp, as there was
plenty to do with games for children, competitions for the parents, talent quests and restaurants.

Bruce Cook reckons holidays
were invented to enable people
to attend grand prix events!
The TAG Heuer RB12 model
depicted here is of the car driven
by Daniel Ricciardo for the
Red Bull Racing Team in last
year’s Australian Grand Prix.

The three colour versions of Matchox Super Kings Set K69 comprising the 1972 Jaguar XJ12 and
Europa Caravan released in 1:36 scale in 1978 formed part of the display from Michael Nibbs
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OUR ‘SHOW AND TELL’ COMPETITION RESULTS MONTH-BY-MONTH
April -

THE LEAGUE TABLE

‘Articulated’
Judged by David Brown
Ken Mathieson
Robert Bender
Lance Proctor
Dennis Cartwright, P H Cheah,
Bruce Cook, Dennis Mitchell,
Furio Micheli, Don Stephens,
Robin Aston and Michael Nibbs

15
14
13
12
12
11
10
8
7
5
5
5
4
2
1

4
3
2

1

May ‘Tinplate and Plastic’
Judged by Bruce Cook
Ken Mathiseon
Robin Aston
Furio Micheli and \Dennis Mitchell
P. H. Cheah, David Brown
and Robert Bender

4
3
2

Ken Mathieson
Bruce Cook
P H Cheah
David Brown
Robin Aston
Dennis Mitchell
Robert Bender
Paul Heeks
John Russell
Furio Micheli
Don Stephens
Michael Nibbs
Lester Gough
Lance Proctor
Dennis Cartwright

1

June ‘Something About ABCDE’
Judged by Paul Heeks
Don Stephens
P. H. Cheah
David Brown
Robin Aston, Bruce Cook
and Furio Micheli

4
3
2
1

July ‘Commercials and Tradies’
Judged by Lester Gough
Paul Heeks
Ken Mathieson
P. H. Cheah
Robin Aston, David Brown,
John Russell, Bruce Cook, Rob Bender
Furio Micheli and Michael Nibbs

4
3
2

1

August ‘Holidays’
Judged by P. H. Cheah
Ken Mathieson
John Russell
Dennis Mitchell
Bruce Cook and Michael Nibbs
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3
2
1

Don reckons this model would provide quite
a ride when those twin bazookas warm up!
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